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ABSTRACT 
In [Berend D., Roots for a family of transformations, Indag. Math. (N.S.) 5 (1994), 1-8], those 
endomorphisms of the circle, admitting a (set-theoretical) square root, were characterized. Here we 
generalize that result o roots of arbitrary order. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Donald Newman (cf. [1]) posed the following question: Given an integer a, consider 
the transformation Ma : T --+ T, where T = R/Z  is the circle group, given by 
Ma(x)=ax,  x 6 T. 
Does there exist a transformation Sa : T -+ T such that S 2 = Ma ? 
Such an Sa, i f  it exists, is a square root of  Ma. Obviously, i f  a is a square, say 
a -- b 2, then Sa = Mb is a square root of  Ma. Newman demonstrated by simple 
means that M2 and M3 do not admit square roots, but noted that his method does 
not apply to M5. Later, Berend [ 1] showed that Ma admits a square root i f  and only 
i f  either (i) a is of  the form a = 4n + 1 for some integer n, or (ii) a = 4n for some 
non-negative integer n, or (iii) a = - 1. Moreover, he showed that, i f  Ma admits a 
square root, then it admits 2 s such roots. 
Given some r 6 N, a similar question may be asked for an rth root of  Ma : Does 
there exist a transformation S : T -+ T such that S r = Ma ? In this paper we develop 
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necessary and sufficient conditions for Ma to admit an rth root. In Section 2 we 
present the conditions under which Ma admits such a root. Section 3 is devoted to 
the proof of the necessity, and Section 4 to the sufficiency. 
2. THE MAIN RESULTS 
To formulate our main result, characterizing those pairs (a, r) 6 Z x N for which 
the transformation Ma admits an rth root, we shall need some notation. Let r = 
l-ik=l p;i be the prime power factorization of r .  Set 
(2.1) On= l Z l z (n /d ) la  d -  - ll, n=1,2  . . . . .  
n 
din 
where # is the M6bius function. Note that the number of points in T whose period 
under Ma divides n, i.e., the points x 6 T satisfying anx = x, is la n - 11. Thus, by 
inclusion-exclusion, On is the number of orbits of Ma of length n. 
Theorem 2.1. Ma admits an rth root on T i f  and only i f  either lal ~ 1 or both 
lal ~> 2 and the following conditions are satisfied: 
s-I 
(1) p2iSl(aP~ -a  pi ) fo rs  = 1 . . . . .  ei andi  = 1 . . . . .  k. 
(2) I f  r is even, then a ~ (4Z + 1) U 4N. 
(3) For every n in the range [1, 21Ogla I r2k] we may represent On in the form 
On = Z bdd 
d:(r,n)ld anddJr;d>r/lal 
for  suitable non-negative integers bd. 
The proof in the case lal ~< 1 is similar to that of [ l ,  Proposition 3.1] and will be 
omitted. 
The following two results were formulated in [1, Theorems 1.2 and 1.3] for the 
case r = 2, and are proved in the same way. 
Theorem 2.2. Ma admits an algebraic endomorphism rth root i f  and only i f  a = qr 
for some q ~ Z. 
Theorem 2.3. Ma admits a continuous rth root i f  and only i f  a = qr for  some 
qEZ.  
Clearly, if Ma admits an rth root, then it admits a qth root for any divisor q of r. 
In particular, i f r  = qr2, where gcd(q, r2) = 1, and Ma admits an rth root, then Ma 
admit an rl st root and rznd root. The following example shows that the converse is 
not necessarily true. 
Example 2.4. By Theorem 2.1, M19 admits 7th and 13th roots, but not a 91 st root. 
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3. THE NECESSITY  OF THE CONDIT IONS 
Throughout this section we assume that [a[ ~ 2 and that Ma admits an rth root 
S : T ~ T. The following lemmas will imply the necessity of the conditions in 
Theorem 2.1. Denote by Q' the set of rationals (i.e., torsion elements) in T. Let P be 
the set of all primes not dividing a. Denote by Z(a ~)  the subgroup o fQ ~ consisting 
of those elements whose order divides some power of a, and by Z(P  ~)  the 
subgroup consisting of those whose order is relatively prime to a. For n ~ N denote 
by Rn the set of Ma-periodic points of period n. Note that Z(P  °°) = Un~N Rn. Since 
Q' = Z(P °°) ~ Z(a°°), we have Q' = [..J,eN(R~ ~ Z(a°~)). 
Lemma 3.1. For each n: 
1. S is a bijection of  Rn. 
2. I f  x E Rn and y ~ Z(a°°), then S(x + y) = S(x) + y' for  an appropriate 
yt 6 Z(aOO). In particular, the set Rn • Z(a °°) is S-invariant. 
Proof. (1) I f  x ~ Rn, then Mn(S(x))  = S(M~(x))  = S(x), so that S(x) is an 
Ma-periodic point, of period dividing n. As x belongs to the S-orbit of S(x), 
this actually implies that S(x) ~ Rn. Since for x c Rn we have x = s(srn- I (x ) ) ,  
the transformation S is surjective on Rn. It is injective since, if Xl, x2 6 Rn and 
S(xD = S(x2), then 
X1 = M n (X l )  -~ srn-l(S(x1)) = srn-l(S(x2)) = Man(x2)  = x 2. 
(2) Select b E N such that M bn (y )  = 0. Then 
Mbn(s(x + y) -- S(x)) = S(Mban(X + y)) - S(Mban(x)) = S(x + O) - S(x) = O. 
Hence S(x + y) - S(x) ~ Z(a°°). [] 
The set Rn is actually a disjoint union of periodic Ma-orbits, i.e., sets of the 
form O(x) = {Ma/(x): i ~ N} where x ~ Rn. It is easy to see that S takes any finite 
Ma-orbit to an orbit of the same length. 
Lemma 3.2. I f  there exists an S-invariant finite Ma-orbit o f  length n, then 
(n, r) = 1 and lal > r. 
Proof. Let D ___ Rn be an S-invariant Ma-orbit, x0 c D a point on the orbit, and 
n --- IDI. Write S(xo) = Mam(xo), where 0 ~< m < n. Obviously, Sl(xo) = Mlm(xo) 
for every I > 0, and since sr(xo) = Ma(xo) we have Mrm(xo) = Ma(xo). Thus rm -- 
1 (modn), and therefore (n, r) = 1. 
Next we define a function f : Q'  ~ Z+ by 
f (q )  = min{m 6 Z+: Sin(q) ~ Z(P°°)}. 
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Since Mm(q) E Z(P  °~) for sufficiently large m, the function f is well defined. Put 
A = {b/a: 1 <~ b <~ ]al - 1}. Obviously, i f  1 ~< f (x  + y) <. r for some x ~ Z(P  ~)  
and y 6 Z(a~) ,  then y ~ A. 
We claim that for every x E D there exists a y ~ A such that f (x  + y) = r. 
In fact, take some x ~ D and Y0 --- 1/a 2, and set 1 = f (x  + yo). Then 
1 
Sr(x + YO) = a(x + Yo) = ax + - ~ Z(P~) .  
a 
while 
s2r (  x ÷ YO) = a2(x + YO) = a2x E Z(P~), 
so that r < l ~< 2r. By Lemma 3.l there exists a yl ~ Z(a °°) such that 
sl-r (x + YO) = Xl + Yl, where xl = sl -r  (x). Thus f (xl + Yl) -= f (sl--r (x +Y0)) = r, 
and xl = s l - r (x)  ~ D. Hence, there exists a y E Z(a °°) such that f (x l  + y) = r, 
and obviously y E A. 
Let D'  _c D be the set of  those x ~ D for which there exists a y E A with 
f (x  + y) = r. Since Xl 6 D t, to prove that D'  = D it suffices to show that D'  is 
Ma-invariant. Suppose there exists some x2 c D ' such that ax2 ~ D'. Take Y2 ~ A 
with f(x2 ÷ Y2) = r. Write S r-t (x2 + Y2) = x3 ÷ Y3, where x3 E D and y3 E Z(a°°). 
Since f (x2  ÷ y2) = r, we have y3 E A. Put 
B = ax2 G A, B' = x3 0 A. 
Obviously ]B] = [B'[ = ]al - 1. Let y E A, and x + y' = sr- l (x2 ÷ y/a),  where 
x E Z(P  0¢) and y'  E Z(a°°).  Obviously S(x + y') = ax2 + y, and therefore x = x3. 
We have f (ax2 + y) < r, and therefore f (x3 + y') <~ r, which implies that y'  E A. 
Thus for every y ~ A there is a y'  6 A such that S(x3 + y') = ax2 + y. Therefore there 
is a function g : B --+ B ~ such that for every ax2 + y ~ B we have S(g(ax2 + y)) ~- 
ax2 + y. Obviously, g is surjective and, since S(x3 + y3) 6 B, we have g(B) c_ 
B' - {x3 + Y3}, which implies IBI ~< ]B'] - 1. This is a contradiction, which proves 
that there is a y E A such that f (ax2 + y) = r. Thus, the set D t is Ma-invariant, and 
therefore D ~ = D. 
Let h : D --+ A be a function such that f (x  + h(x)) ---- r for every x E D. Put: 
C(x)= {Sk(x + h(x)): 0~<k~r-1} ,  x E D. 
Suppose C(x) N C(x') # 0 for some x, x ' E D. Then there exist 0 ~< k, l ~< r - 1 such 
that Sk(x + h(x)) = Sl(x ' + h(x')). Now 
r - k = f (Sk(x  + h(x))) = f (S  1 (x' + h(x')))  = r - l ,  
which implies that k = l. Take z ~ D and y E A such that 
z + y= s (x + h x)) -- S (x ' + 
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Since z = S~(x) = S~(x I) we have x = x'. It follows that the sets C(x), x ~ D, are 
disjoint. Since Ux~D C(x) c_ D @ A we have nr <~ n(lal - 1) which means [a[ > r, 
and thus completes the proof. [] 
Corol lary 3.3. Let xo c Z(P~) .  I f  m is the minimal power of  S such that 
sm(O(xo)) = O(xo) then m[r, (n, r /m)  = 1, and lal > r /m. 
Denote Dn = {d 6 N: (n, r)ld and dlr, d > r/lal} for n c N. 
Lemma 3.4. Let n ~ N. There exist non-negative integers b~, d E Dn, such that 
On = ~cl~on bold. 
Proof. Let C(x) = {srn(x): m ~ Z+} be the S-orbit of  a point x 6 Rn. Obviously, 
any two such S-orbits either coincide or are disjoint. These sets consist of  Ma-orbits 
of  length n, and thus nLiC(x)[ for every x ~ Rn. Put m = IC(x) l /n.  Then S m is the 
minimal power of  S such that S'~(O (x)) = O (x), so that Corollary 3.3 implies that 
m > r/ lah (r, n)lm, and mlr. Thus 
CO,, - IRnl _ ~ IC(x)[ 
n n 
The terms on the right-hand side are non-negative, divide r, are divisible by (r, n), 
and are greater than r/[al. This provides a representation f On as required. [] 
The last lemma implies also that (r, n)[On for every n ~ N, and in particular 
ei (Pi , n)[(Qn for every n ~ N and 1 ~< i ~< k. 
Le inma 3.5. For 1 <~ i <. k and 1 <~ s <~ ei we have p2S [(a ps _ a ps-1 ). Moreover, i f  
r is even, then a c (4Z + 1) tO 4N. 
Proof. Obviously, if 1 ~< i ~< k and s ~> 1, where pi ~ 2, then 
1 s pS-1 l s pS-1 
Op7 = -~i (]aPi -- 11 - l a ,  - 11)----- ~i [aPi -a i  [. 
s 2s s pS - 1 
Since (r, pS)l(Qp~ and (r, pS) = Pi for s <<. ei, we have Pi [(aP' - a , ). 
Now let r be even. Suppose, say, pl = 2. In particular, Ma admits a square root, 
so that [1] yields a c (4Z + 1) U 4N. This implies that 4l(a 2 - a). For s >~ 2 we have 
- L 2s a 2s-1 CO2 s = ~---~(]a 2s -  11-  la 2s 1 _ ii ) = 2 s a - l" 
Since (r, 2S)l(Q2 s and (r, 2 s) = 2 s for s ~< el, we have 22Sl(a2S - a2S-l). This 
completes the proof. [] 
Lemma 3.4 implies the necessity of  condition 3 of  Theorem 2.1, and Lemma 3.5 
implies that of  conditions 1 and 2. 
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4. THE SUFFICIENCY OF THE CONDITIONS 
In this section we construct an rth root for Ma on T, assuming that [al ~> 2 and that 
the pair (a, r) satisfies the conditions of  Theorem 2.1. Put 2- --- T - Qt. Since both 2- 
and Q~ are Ma-invariant, it suffices to construct an rth root for the restriction of  Ma 
to each of  these sets. An rth root on 2- is constructed similarly to the construction 
used in [1, Proposition 3.2]. Since Qt = LJneN(Rn ~ Z(a~)) ,  it suffices to construct 
an rth root on each set Rn ~ Z(a  ~)  separately. 
Lemma 4.1. For eve~ n c N we have (r, n)[On. 
ei Proof. Let n e N. We have to prove that (Pi ,n) lOn for each 1 ~< i ~< k. Write 
n = Phim for appropriate h/> 0 and m with (p i ,m)  = 1. By (2.1), the condition 
(pei, n)lOn may be written in the form: 
Now: 
phi+rain(el'h) I ~_~(n/d) la  d - 1 I. 
drn 
~-~.u(n/d)la d -  l[ = ~-~Iz(m/c)(laCp2 - 11 -[a cph i - '  - 1]). 
din ctm 
• h - Ifh ~< ei, then conditions 1 and 2 imply p2h[(laCPi -- iI - [a cphi a _ ll) for every c 
dividing m, which easily yields the required divisibility condition. Next let h > ei. 
Then h > 1, so that I d  ph - I I - [d  ph-1 - 1[ = [a cph - aCp~ -11, and it suffices to 
• cph- 1 
prove that pe, +h I(a cph -- a i ). Suppose first that (a, Pi) = 1. The congruence 
e i e i -1 I t 2eik 
aPi  == aPi  ~moo Pi  ) 
implies 
ph ph-1 
a ,~a i  
and therefore 
cph. - 1 a cphi ~ a , 
(modPhi+ei), 
I h+e i \ 
mooPi  ). 
Finally, suppose that pi]a. I f  Pi 7 & 2, then ph-1 /> 3h-1 >/ 2h - 1 >>- h + el, and 
therefore 
p~ii+h]pPi h-1 aph-l lacph-l ](acph _acph- l ) .  
I fp i  ---- 2, then r is even, so Pi [a and condition 2 yields 41a. Since 2 h-1/> h: 
2h+ei 14 h 142h-1 la 2h-l laC-2h-~ I (aC2 h _ ac.2h-1). 
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Hence pei+hl(aC.2h c 2 h- I  - a " ), which is the desired divisibility property, and thus 
completes the proof. [] 
Lemma 4.2. Let  p be a pr ime, b ~ Z and m c N. I f  b = 1 (modp m) and b pm 
b pro-1 (modp2m), then b = 1 (modpm+l).  
Proof. Since b = 1 (modpm),  there exists an I ~ Z such that b = 1 • p"  + 1. Hence 
(l" pm q_ 1)P m-1 = (l" pm _+_ 1)P m (modp2m). 
Obviously, (l •pm + 1)p m-1 = (l • p2m-1 _+_ 1) (modp 2'n) and (1 • pm _.1_ 1)p m = 
1 (modp2m). Hence (1 • p2m-1 + 1) ~- 1 (modpZm), and therefore p2mll • pZm-1. 
Thus pll,  and therefore b = 1 (modpm+l).  [] 
Lemma 4.3. lal > pei fo r  every 1 <~ i <~ k. 
Proof. Suppose that lal <~ pei for some 1 4 i <~ k. Condition 3 ensures the existence 
of  non-negative integers bd such that 
O1 = Z bdd. 
dlr, d>•/lal 
I fd  > r/ lal  is a divisor of  r, then pi ld.  In fact, otherwise pTidlr,  and in particular 
d <. r /p  ei <<. r/ lal ,  which is a contradiction. Thus O1 is a sum of  multiplies of  Pi. 
Since O1 = la - iI, we have pi l (a - 1), that is a --- l (modpi ) .  By Condition 1 
we have a ps -= a ps 1 (modp2S) for every 1 <. s <~ ei. Hence, by Lemma 4.2, 
. . eiq-l, ei a = 1 tmoaPi  ). Since pi > 1 and lal/> 2 the last congruence implies ]al > Pi , 
thus yielding a contradiction! [] 
By a well-known result of  Sylvester (cf. [4]), given two relatively prime integers 
bm and b2, every sufficiently large integer N can be represented as N = Clbl + c2b2 
with ca, c2 6 Z+. In fact, this holds for every N/> (bl - 1)(b2 - 1). A similar result 
is known for larger finite sets of  relatively prime integers, but the exact place at 
which it starts to happen is as yet unknown [2-4]. For our purposes, we need an 
upper bound on this place. The following proposition provides such a bound, which 
is probably known, but proved here for the sake of  completeness. 
Propos i t ion  4.4. Let  bl, . . . ,  bn be posit ive integers with gcd(bl . . . . .  bn) = 1. For 
every N > n • max{bibj  I i (= j}  there exist non-negative integers ci, 1 <~ i <~ n, such 
that 
n 
N = Zc ib i .  
i=1  
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Proof. Let N > n.  max{bibj [ i 7~ j}. Put: 
A = (cl . . . . .  Cn) ~ zn: N = c ib i  . 
i=1 
Since gcd(bl . . . . .  bn) = 1, the set A is non-empty. Define f "  A --+ Z+ by 
f ( c l  . . . . .  cn )=~-~ Icil --Ci 
2 ' 
i=1 
and let B = {f (c l  . . . . .  Cn) :  (Cl  . . . . .  Cn) C A}. Obviously, the set B is not empty, so 
that we may put m = rain B. Take c = (Cl . . . . .  c,,) E A such that f (c)  = m. Suppose 
m > 0. Then there exists some l, 1 ~< 1 ~< n, such that cl < 0. Since 
n 
Z cibi : N > n . max{bibj [ i 7A j} 
i=1 
there is some s, 1 ~< s ~< n, such that csbs > bibs, and therefore Cs > bt. Let d -- 
(dl . . . . .  dn) where 
Ci, i T ' s , l ,  
di : Cl + bs, i = l, 
es -- b l ,  i =s .  
Obviously, 
n n 
Z dibi : ~ cibi -'k bsbl - blbs = N, 
i=1 i=1 
and therefore d ~ A. On the other hand, dl > cl, ds = Cs - bl > 0, and di = ci 
for i ¢ s, I. Thus f(_d) < f (c)  = m, and therefore minB < m = minB,  which is 
a contradiction. Hence f (c) = 0, and therefore ci >~ 0 for every 1 ~< i ~< n. This 
yields the required representation. [] 
Corol lary 4.5. Let bl . . . .  , bn be positive integers with d = gcd(bl . . . . .  bn). For 
eve~ N > n • max{bibj I i 7A j} with d iN there exist non-negative integers ci, 
1 <~ i <~ n, such that 
N = ~ c ib i .  
i=1 
Lemma 4.6. For every n E N, we may represent On in the form 
b~td 
d:(r,n)[d and d[r:d>r/lal 
for suitable non-negative integers bd. 
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Proof. Put c = 21Ogla I r2k. By Condition 3, the Lemma holds for n ~< c. Let n > 
c. In case r < lal we have (r, n) > r/la]. By Lemma 4.1 we have (r, n)lOn. Thus 
On = m • (r, n) for some m e N, and since (r, n) > r/lal this representation fits the 
requirements of the lemma. 
Let r ~> ]al. Lemma 4.3 yields r ~> 6, ]al ~> 4 and k >~ 2. Obviously, 
On ~ lan -- I I -  Y~'PI" lan/p -- II > lal n - laln/21og2 n - log2n 
n n 
The function f (x )  = (lal x - [alX/210g2 x - log2x) /x  increases in (c, co), and 
therefore, if we prove that f ( c )  > r2k, it will follow that On > rZk. Let g(y)  = 
y2 _ (log2(c) + c)y - log2(c). Clearly, g(y)  > 0 for all y satisfying 
(4.1) y > 
log 2 c + c + ~/log 2 c + 2c log c + c 2 + 4 log c 
Put c' = log 2 r2k, and 
h(z) = 2 z - 
log2 z + z + ~/log 2 z + 2z log z + Z 2 ÷ 4 log z 
2 
Obviously h increasing in [6, ec) and h(6) > 0. Now c' ~> log2(62 - 2) > 6, and 
therefore h(c') > 0. Thus 
/ 
log 2 c' + c' + ~/log~ c' + 2c' log c' + C t2 ÷ 4 log c ! 
r2 k = 2 c' > 
Since [a I ~> 4 we have c' ~> c, and therefore r2k fulfils the inequality in (4.1). Thus 
g(r2k) > 0, and therefore f ( c )  > r2k, which implies that On > r2k. 
Let (r, n) ~k  si = 11i=1 Pi ' where 0 ~< si <<. ei for 1 ~< i 4 k. Put di = r/p~ i-si for 
1 ~< i ~< k. Obviously gcd(dl . . . . .  dk) = (r, n). We already know that On > rZk >/ 
kmax{did j  I i ¢ j},  and by Lemma 4.1 we have (r, n)[On. Hence Corollary 4.5 
ensures the existence of  non-negative integers c/, 1 ~< i <~ k, such that 
k 
On = Z c id i .  
i=1  
Obviously di Ir and (r, n) ld  i for every 1 ~< i ~< k. Moreover, by Lemma 4.3 we have 
di > r/lal for every 1 ~< i ~< k, which completes the proof. [] 
Lemma 4.7. For eve~ m < lal there exists a transformation U :Z(a ~)  --+ Z(a ~)  
such that U m = Ma]z(a~). 
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Proof. Define a sequence (In)n~=O of  subsets of  Z(a ~)  inductively as follows: 
{In! , - , n =0,  1 . . . . .  m - 1 ,  a 
I n= m m+l  [an--1 
, . . . .  - -  , n = m ,  
a a a 
Ma 1 ( In-m),  otherwise. 
Obviously Z(a °°) = Un~__0 In, where the union is disjoint. Define U on Z(a ~)  by 
defining it on each In in turn as follows. First put U(0) = 0 and U(~) = n-la for 
n = 0, 1 . . . . .  m - 1. Next, let U(~) = ~ for m ~< l ~< [a[ - 1. Clearly 
(4.2) U(In) = In-1 
for 1 ~< n <~ m. Finally, we shall define U on each In, n > m, in such a way 
that U m (x) = ax for every x ~ In and (4.2) continues to hold. Suppose this has 
been accomplished for n < k. To define U on Ik, we first note that u-(m-1)(y) C 
Mal (U(y) )  for y E Ik-m, and therefore [u-(m-1)(y)[ ~ la[ for such y. Now 
take any point x ~ Ik. Obviously, when defining U(x)  we must require that 
U(x)  c u - (m-1) (ax) .  This is possible since, by our assumption, u- (m-1) (ax)  ~ 0. 
Moreover, since IU - (m- l ) (ax) [  <, lal, we can define U on the [al points o fMa 1 (ax) 
in such a way that U(M~l (ax) )  = u - (m-1) (ax) .  Hence U may be defined so as to 
satisfy all required conditions. [] 
Lemma 4.8. For every n E N, there exists a transformation Sn : Rn @ Z(a °°) --+ 
Rn @ Z(a °°) such that S r = Ma ]R,~Z(a~). 
Proof. Since there are On orbits o f  length n, there exists a set H _ Rn such that 
IHI = On and for every different Xl,X2 6 H the points xl and x2 are on different 
orbits of  length n. By Lemma 4.6 there exist non-negative integers bd such that 
on = ~ bdd 
d:(r,n)ld and dlr;d>r/la I
and therefore the set H can be split into a disjoint union H = uim=l Ci,  where ]Cil 
divides r, (r ,n) divides LCi], and [Cil > r /a  for each i. Let Di = {Mat(X): x c 
Ci, 0 ~ l <. n - 1 }, 1 <. i <<. m. Each Di is a union of  several orbits of  Ma, and 
clearly Rn = uim=l Di, where the union is disjoint. To define Sn, we shall construct 
transformations Vi : Di ~ Z(a °°) --+ Di ~ Z(a°°) .  Take some i, 1 ~< i ~ m, and put 
d = [Cil and Ci = {Xl,Xa . . . . .  Xd}. Since dlr and (n,r ) [d,  we have (n , r /d )  = 1, 
which implies the existence of  a b 6 N such that b( r /d )  =- l (modn).  We have 
r /d  < [al and therefore by Lemma 4.7 there exists a transformation Ui :Z(a °°) --+ 
Z(a °°) such that U r/d = Ma [z(aoo). Obviously, for every x ~ Oi there exist unique 
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1 ~< j ~< d and 0 ~< l ~< n - 1 such that x = Mla(Xj). The transformation Vi is defined 
by 
Mla(Xj+l) + y, j < d, 
Vi(Ml(xj) q-Y)= Mla+b(xl)+Ui(y), j=d .  
For every 1 ~< j ~< d, 0 ~< l ~< n - 1, and y E Z(a c¢) we have 
V( (Mla(xj) + Y)= Mla+br/d(xj) q- ur/d (y) 
= Mla+l(xj) + Ma(y) = Ma(Mla(Xj) + Y). 
Hence, V, r = MalD~@Z(a~). Since the sets Di are disjoint and uiml Di = Rn, the 
sets D i ~ Z(a  co) are also disjoint and we have Rn @ Z(a ~)  = Um_l(Di (~ Z(ae~)) .  
Finally, define S~ by its restriction to each Di • Z(aOC), namely S~loieZ(a~ = 
Vi . [] 
Since T = UneN(Rn G Z(a~))  U 2- and the union is disjoint, a transformation 
S : T ~ T can be defined by its restriction to the sets Rn @ Z(a °°) and 2-. We know 
that each of  the transformations Malnn~Z(a~) (for n E N), and Molz admits an rth 
root. Thus, there is a transformation S : T ~ T that is an rth root for Ma. 
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